
Table Tennis

1. All the games will be played as per regulations of  International Table 

Tennis Federation unless stated otherwise in the following text.

2. There can be a maximum of  4 players and a minimum of  3 players on 

each team for the men's and a maximum of  3 and a minimum of  2 for the 

women's team.

3. The team competition will follow a Group and knockout (single 

elimination) format.

4. If  a player is not able to play a match due to injury he or she will forfeit 

the match but he or she can participate in subsequent matches of  the team 

match.

5. Results for both men and women individuals will be best of  5 sets of  11 

points. A team will win against the other team when the team has won a 

majority of  the possible individual matches.

6. Non-marking shoes are compulsory.

7. Each player is strictly required to bring their ENERGIA as well as  

college ID cards at the table in order to play the match.



8. During a match, only the coach is permitted to stand near the court with 

the team. If  a team does not have a coach, the captain assumes 

responsibility, and no one else is permitted on the court.

9. Any new rule or a change in rules will be informed to the teams by the 

event coordinators prior to the beginning of  the match.

10. In the event of  a disagreement, the decision of  the ENERGIA committee 

will be considered final.

11. Order of  the play:

• Men’s:

❖ Three players are numbered A, B, and C on one side, and three 

players are numbered X, Y, and Z on the other.

❖ There remaining matches(if  necessary) will be set in a way to 

ensure that each player plays a maximum of  two matches 

according to the following system:

Order Type ABC team XYZ team

1 Singles A X

2 Singles B Y

3 Singles C Z

4 Singles A Y

5 Singles B X



• Women’s:

❖ Matches will be held on the basis of  two singles and one doubles. 

The order of  the play shall be as follows:

12. The score standings, when the match is decided, shall be considered for 

the calculations indicated above. The tally for all matches played among 

the tied teams in the league fixture will be considered.

13. In case of  a tie during the league stage:

• ○ In case of  tie (in number of  matches won) between two teams, the 

winner of  the head-to-head match between them will proceed to the 

next round.

• …                       (Next Page)

Order Type ABC team XYZ team

1 Singles A X

2 Doubles
Any 2

players

Any 2

players

3 Singles B Y



○ In case of  the between more than two teams, the difference of  team 

score between each team will be considered (team with bigger margin 

would proceed to the next round) If  tie still continues the difference in 

scoreline of  each match would be considered for the decision.

Point of  Contact: Farheed Rahman

         Sports Head, Table Tennis

         Contact: 9864830172

         Email: 22l1811005@rgipt.ac.in
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